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Grammar

English

Word order of a simple sentence. Compound sentences: compound and compound sentences.

Conjunctions and relative pronouns. Unionless adjectives. The use of the personal forms of

the verb in the active voice. Concord of tenses. Passive constructions: with an agentive

object, without an agentive object; a passive construction in which the subject corresponds to

the Russian indirect or prepositional object. Functions of the infinitive, noun with infinitive

(object case with infinitive); subject with infinitive (nominative case with infinitive);

infinitive as an introductory member, for + noun + infinitive. Functions of the participle:

participle in the function of definition and qualifying participles; independent participle

(absolute participle construction); participle as an introductory member; "complement with

participle" (object case with participle); sentences with participle I or II in the first place in a

sentence and being part of a two-term predicate have + noun + participle. Functions of

gerunds, gerundial turns. The subjunctive mood. Modal verbs. Modal verbs with simple and

perfunctory infinitives; functions of should and would verbs. Conditional sentences.

Attributive complexes (chains of nouns). Inversion. Multifunctional structure elements:

pronouns, substitute words (that(of), those(of), this, these do, one, ones). General conjunctive

and subordinate conjunctions.

German.

Simple extended, compound and compound sentences. Framework construction and

derogation. Placement and word order of appendices. Conjunctions and correlatives. Multiple

meanings of conjunctions. Conveyance of logical relations in compound sentences.

Non-union adjective sentences. Functions of participles. Degrees of comparison of adjectives.

Nouns, adjectives and participles as predicates. Indexical pronouns as substitutes for nouns.

Homogeneous members of sentences of various types, including fused members. Infinitive

and participle clauses in various functions Modal constructions of sein and haben + zu +

infinitiv (in all tenses). Modal verbs with infinitive I and II active and passive in all tenses.

Conjunctive and conditionalis in various types of sentences. Futurum 1 and II in the modal



sense. Modal words. Functions of the passive and the construction of sein + Partizip II of the

transitive verb. Passive voice.

French.

Word order of simple sentences. Compound sentences: compound and compound sentences.

Conjunctions. Use of personal forms of verbs in the active voice. Concordance of tenses. The

passive form of a verb. Recursive verbs, as used in the passive form. Impersonal

constructions. Infinitive constructions, non-personal verb forms: present and past infinitive,

past participle, past compound participle. Absolute participle. Conditional inflection. The

subjunctive mood. Degrees of comparison of adjectives and adverbs. Nouns: Personal,

relative, indexical.
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